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On March 9, the Washington Post's Colby Itkowitz published a tongue-in-cheek article entitled, "Crack Pie Is Still Worse Than you Think." The article profiled a man, a total stranger to them, who and had been arrested in 2009 in northern Virginia for
possession of over one-half ounce of crack cocaine and thousands of dollars. While he is no longer in trouble for the drug, (he eventually pleaded guilty to possession of half a gram of cocaine base), that arrest left him with an unfortunate encounter. His

name is Randy Barr, and he's a die-hard fan of Milk Bars Crack Pie. "When you combine that with Milk Bars catchy slogan, theres really only one thing you can do: take Crack Pie and give it back," Barr wrote in an email to the Post after reading the
article. Milk Bar has been offering the dessert since 2008, but did nothing to cease its use of the name until later that year. Milk Bars president and co-founder Andrea Pappalardo told the Boston Globe that the inspiration for the pastry came from

Pappalardo's own childhood, where she would eat an orange flavoured oatmeal cookie, and then call it crack. Though Milk Bars Crack Pie may not be sanctioned by the company, a quick search online revealed theres more than a few online recipes, both
for Crack Pie and the traditional chocolate peanut butter pie it was named after. Many non-profit organizations using the site with the pie are more supportive and look forward to their meals. While the pastry may be an enjoyable treat for the individual

making it, critics say its use by the eatery is upsetting for the people whose communities were most affected by the crack epidemic, a fact that the company may not realize.
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I hope it isnt, since I like pie a lot. I think its name is perfectly descriptive. And I
believe that most of the pie makers, as a result of criticism, are trying to modernize

their product to appeal to a new generation of consumers. Who knows, maybe a
Milk Bar Pie, covered with a layer of chocolate frosting, will truly be a modern take
on the old Crack Pie. Total Rename is a simple yet sophisticated tool that you can
rely on to quickly and easily rename any file you wish. This means that you can
increase your productivity, and you can save a lot of time. Enable the Advanced

Setting button. Click the Browse button, and navigate to the folder where you want
to change the file extension. Select the file you want to rename, and click Open.

Click the Change button to open the Change File Extension box. Enter the custom
file name you wish to change the extension to, and click OK. This will confirm the
change and display a preview of the new file name youve created. Total Rename
allows you to rename files without making any changes to the original file. This

means you can rename your favorite movie without having to make any
modifications to the original file. You can also open the details of any file by clicking
the details button. Also, you can share your favorite files with your friends with the
share button. Total Rename is a simple yet sophisticated tool that you can rely on
to quickly and easily rename any file you wish. This means that you can increase

your productivity, and you can save a lot of time. 5ec8ef588b
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